**Azure Open AI (AOAI) Solutions for Public Sector**

Accelerate to value your Public Sector IT administrative or operational AI Industry use cases and scenarios with Azure Open AI using GPT-4V, DALL-E, ADA, more...

**Proof of Concept**

**Objective**
This intensive, ten-day Microsoft Azure Open AI proof of concept engagement will help your organization rapidly explore and design (1) MVP (minimum viable product) IT operations, administrative automation and/or reporting use case or scenario with your enterprise Microsoft Azure platform to explore the latest GPT model experiences.

- Effectively manage your data
- Get more value from your data
- Establish resiliency with LLMOps
- Learn how to implement Responsible AI

**With Microsoft Azure Open AI empowering many enterprises’ transformation to an AI-powered organization, let Maureen Data Systems experienced technical team advance your AOAI ambitions and public sector PoC across three milestones delivered over ten days.**

Explore in-depth, potential scenarios such as Technology Adoption, IT Project Management, User Support and Training, Help Desk Support, Asset Management, Policies, Procurement, and many more using GPT-4V’s latest multimodal features.

**Call us to start now!**